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Chet Huntley Reports 
Current Events To MSC
Vol. XXXVIII, No. 11 Montclair State College Feb. 13, 1963
Flanagan, Horowitz, Lucas, Schmidt 
Delegated For International Living
Four Montclair State College 
students leave for European 
points this summer to participate 
in the Experiment in Internation­
al Living.
Patricia Flanagan, Stephen Ho­
rowitz, Maria Lucas and George 
Schmidt have had their applica­
tions approved by the Experiment 
Board and are now planning their 
agenda for the two-month tour.
While in Europe, each student 
will live with his homestay for 
one month and travel for the se­
cond month. Thé homestay is the 
home away from home. One 
member from each family is ver­
sed in some English and is app­
roximately the age of the trav­
elling student.
Based upon the ability to adapt 
to new situations, the choice can 
be given to any Junior student 
who applied early in the fall se­
mester of the school year from 
forms available intheSGAoffice. 
Total cost of the trip for the four 
people is $4650, being paid for 
by the Student Government As­
sociation.
Stephén Horowitz, president of 
the French Club, chose France 
as his residence this summer. 
Fluent in their language, Steve 
feels that people communicate 
best when béth speak the same 
tongue.
"By bringing my knowledge of 
French to the inhabitants of 
France, I can discuss any sub­
ject without fear that the word 
I choose will be misinterpreted,” 
Steve stated.
"Furthermore, it has always 
been my contention that since all 
people have more patience with 
a foreigner who has taken time 
to learn the native language, I 
feel certain that a greater un­
derstanding of each other's coun­
try will be established.”
Thus Steve decided to travel 
on the Experiment with a group 
from the United States who have 
learned French and will speak 
little, if any English during the 
entire eight-week tour.
Steve’s itinerary includes the 
usual four week homestay nd 
four week Jaunt through the neigh­
boring communities. Beside 
spending time in all the locations 
found on a travel map Steve plans 
to carry out his program of di­
rect communication of everyone 
available.
Patricia Flanagan who 
requested the German Experi­
ment, because of her interest in 
national affairs, will embark for 
that country late in the month 
of June.
The second month is devoted
to travel in the immediate area 
of West Germany. Every mem­
ber in the Experiment travels 
as a group and one family mem­
ber is allowed on this exten­
sive tour.
After the predetermined eight- 
week tour, each student, pro­
viding personal funds, is per­
mitted two weeks free travel 
time. Pat wishes to enter B er-' 
lin and possibly East Germany. 
Her alternate choice is a visit 
' to the Scandanovian countries.
Pat attributes her acceptance 
by the Admissions Committee of 
the Experiment in International 
Living on five factors: scholastic 
ability, four character ref­
erences, self-evaluation, varied 
background, and adaptability to 
new situations.
Maria Lucas, Fine Arts major, 
selected Italy as the country in 
the International Living exper­
ience that would be most ben- 
ificial and enlightening to herself.
“ Italy is Important to me for 
two reasons: first, my grand­
parents and the basis of my up­
bringing come from Italy. I would 
like to compare daily life in Italy 
to that of the United States,” 
Maria disclosed.
“ Second, the abundance of art 
that has emanated from Italy has 
always enthused me aesthet­
ically. To study the culture that 
produced these masterpieces 
directly is overwhelming.”  con­
tinued Maria.
While in Italy, Marla will spend 
one month with her homestay to 
be designated in April. During 
those thirty days, she will ex­




The newly elected members to 
the editorial board of the cam­
pus literary magazine, the 
Quarterly, are: Robert Prive 
(Social Studies ‘64) asEditor-in- 
Chief, Ginny Hoitsma(English *64 
and Eric Rasmu&sen (Social Stu­
dies *65) as Co-Literary Editors, 
Trish Broomall (Fine Arts *65) 
as' Art Editor, and Tony Radano 
(Business Ed. *64) as Business 
Editor.
The new editors stated that the 
policy of the magazine will be 
the same as in the past, to re ­
flect the course and quality of 
campus writing. All persons who 
are interested in joining either 
the Art Staff or the Business 
Staff should contact the respect­
ive editors via the BB. There 
will be tryouts for the Literary 
Staff on Friday February 15, at 
4:00 o'clock In the Pub Office. 
The members of the present staff 
are asked to attend. The dead­
line. for the Spring issue of the 
Quarterly has been set for Feb­
ruary ¿2.
The editor^ wishes to say that 
“ Anonymous and lnitalled contri­
butions will not be printed. How­
ever, contributions from known 
contributors may be printed 
anonymously if the authors so 
wish.”
Lawrence H. Conrad is the ad­
viser to the Quarterly.
The second month may be spent 
travelling through northern Italy 
to every art center available. 
Florence, Naples, Rome and Vat­
ican City have priority on her list 
of musts.
George Schmidt has chosen In­
dia as the country he wiU ob­
serve during the summer of 1963.
"This experience will offer me 
the opportunity of direct con- 
,tact with one Eastern culture, 
which is diverse in Itself,” 
.Geroge commented.
He went on to say that having 
been in the military service of 
the United States and having been 
affiliated with our own SGA, he 
was interested in the function of 
other governments. “ India, with 
its caste system and old Brit­
ish influence, provides me with 
an abundance of attitudes that I 
can experience directly and ut­
ilize to enrich my life.”
Besides living with people 
whose status may range from 
middle lower caste to semi-ar­
istocratic, George will listen to 
lectures by national figures, re ­
ligious leaders and perhaps sit 
crosslegged in many Indian 
homes just indulging in foods of 
rare delight.
On his return journey to the 
United States, opportunity maybe 
provided for a several day stop­
over in Athens, Rome and/or 
Paris.
The renowned N.B.C. commen­
tator, Chet Huntley will appear 
at Memorial Auditorium on Feb­
ruary 14, 1963 at 8:40 p.m.
For the seven years Chet Hunt- 
ley has been with N.B.C. News, 
he has worked from an office im­
pressive only for its small size 
and roll-top desk. It is lined 
with shelves overloaded with 
books and contains one small 
couch, perhaps a hint that its 
owner has little time for chat.
Chet was born in Cardwell, 
Mont., the oldest of four child­
ren. His father is a retired rail­
road telegrapher. While in grade 
school, Huntley developed an in­
terest in public speaking, an in­
terest that persisted through his 
later schooling. After taking a 
pre-med course for three years 
at Montana State College, Huntley 
won a National Oratory Tourna­
ment in 1932. This encouraged 
him to study speech and drama. 
In 1934, he was graduated from 
Washington University, where he 
had transferred, and he went to 
work for a Seattle newspaper. 
Huntley worked for several ra ­
dio stations in the Washington- 
Oregon area before he joined CBS 
in Los Angeles in 1951.
Huntley joined N.B.C. News in 
1955 and was teamed with David 
Brinkley a year later. Currently, 
he appears each weekday night 
on the “ Huntley-Brinkley Re­
port,” each Fridaynight on “Chet 
Huntley Reporting,” and on var­
ious N.B.C. “ White Paper” and 
special TV News programs. He 
also delivers a five-minute 
“ News on the Hour”  and “ Em­
phasis” pieces over the NBC Ra­
dio Network. A recent “ Report” 
series was based on the “Gifted 
Child.”
Effective Monday February 4, 
1963, the post office in Life Hall 
will be open for the pick-up of 
packages from 8:30 a.m. until 
1:30 p.m. After 1:30 p.m. any 
question s regarding the post of­
fice will be answered at the mail- 
room in College Hall. There will 
be no change in the procedures 
for outgoing mail, just the hours 
which this room in Life Hall 
will be kept open.
Johnson Visits Indio 
Impressed By Culture
Edward Johnson, Assistant 
Professor of social studies at 
Montclair, left for a month tour 
of India on Christmas Day, 1962 
with the New York University 
India Seminar. The group, work­
ing with a $100,000 State De­
partment Grant, consisted of 
American teachers and profes­
sors of elementary through col­
lege level. In India the group 
conferred with their Indian coun­
terparts using the theme of In­
ternational Understanding as the 
pivotal point.
The highlights of the trip were 
a week of conferences held at 
St. Xavier School in Delhi, In­
dia from January 7-11. Here 
the group was addressed by 
Prime Minister Nehru, Ambas­
sador Galbraith, Vice-President 
Hussein and other leading cab­
inet ministers. After each ad­
dress smaller groups were 
formed of eight Americans and 
eight Indians; here all phases of 
Indian life were discussed in­
cluding education. Because of 
the people-to-people nature of 
the program much of the remain­
ing time was spent in touring 
the main cities of India and in 
discussions With Indian people of 
varied social and economic lev­
els.
Mr. Johnson was much im­
pressed by the Indian people’s 
committment to democracy. As 
Americans we are very proud of 
our right to criticize and dis­
cuss and utilize these very same
rights. Although they love him, 
they are openly critical of Neh­
ru and the government, includ­
ing Nehru’s war policy against 
Red China.
The trip for Mr. Johnson was 
enjoyable for the chance to meet 
Nehru and other government of­
ficials, but depressing too be­
cause of the now first-hand know­
ledge of the terrible conditions 
and the large amount of work that 
lies ahead for India.
Chet Huntley
Tickets will be $2.00 at the 
door and only $.75 for members 
of the student body purchasing 
tickets ahead of time with their 
SGA card.
Junto Joins 
M SC  Campus
The Student Government As­
sociation chartered a new Class 
B Organization November 6,1962 
known as the Junto.
This organization has the pri­
mary aim of cultivating and stim­
ulating the growth of philosophy 
through discussive, literary and 
artistic endeavors. It is modeled 
sifter thè original Junto founded 
by Benjamin Franklin in 1727 in 
Philadelphia Pennsylvania.
To qualify, siny member of the 
student body may be considered 
for membership by submitting an 
essay of his or her own choice 
on some philosopher or aspect of 
philosophy. Interested students 
may put their essays in the Jun­
to folder located in the Student 
Life Building at any time during 
the semester. .
After the essays are reviewed 
and criticized by the Membership 
Committee, they are utilized at 
the scheduled meetings. These 
meetings are based upon active 
discussion and participation in 
the topic under consideration. 
Members have two weeks before 
each presentation to acquaint 
themselvès thoroughly with the 
materiaL
One half of the meeting is de­
voted to the presentation and dis­
cussion of one particular area, 
and the other half turned over to 
the answering of questions on the 
subject of philosophy proposed by 
the members. A group of five 
people conduct this experience, 
not only for (he competent hand­
ling of the subject, but also for 
the responsibility of leadership 
In an organization.
The president is Michael Ma- 
kul English major; the treasurer 
is Carol Stool, Math major; the i 
recording secretary is Judy Tof- 
fel, English major; corres­
ponding secretary is Steve 
Roman, Social Studies major. The • 
advisor is Dr. Richardson, Ed­
ucation Department.
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"How To Lose Confidence”
“ An announcement from Montclair State College says that 
it has 3,218 qualified applicants for' the 714 places in next 
September’s freshman class.
A similar announcement from Newark State College, but 
dated one week later, says that the college has more than 
2,000 applications for the 400 places In Its next freshman 
class.
It is not necessary to look very hard to find the motive 
for these seemingly unrelated announcements. The tipoff 
is contained in the Newark release. “ We must begin again 
to enlarge our colleges,’’ it concludes. “ If financial back­
ing is given by the legislature this college, etc., etc.’’
An appeal for public support for more financial aid from 
the state is proper and even a duty of the state college 
administrators. However,1 it is also their duty not to 
overlook any »of the factors which the public has the right 
to know.
The most important of these is that every student who 
seeks to get into a state college--in which a college ed­
ucation is obtainable at a bargain price—files applications 
with several. For example, a student in this area would 
file for Montclair, Newark and Paterson State Colleges to 
increase his chances of admission. This is a sensible 
precaution by the student but it makes figures about ad­
mission applications phony unless attention is called to the 
practice. Certainly the figures cannot be offered as proof, 
as they seem to be in these instances, of any desperate 
need.
The educators who engage in the practice of presenting 
only the information which is helpful to them will in the long 
run shake public confidence to such an extent that every- 
ihing they say-will be discounted.”
This editorial ;was printed in THE HERALD NEWS on 
Monday, February 4, 1963.
Reply . . .
The editorial which wa s reprinted from THE HERALD 
NEWS claims colleges will “ lose public confidence” by 
printing the facts. The facts reveal a tremendous increase 
in student applications to state colleges. By claiming that 
these statistics are used to dupe the legislature into pro­
viding more facilities for the increasing number of college 
bound students, THE HERALD NEWS presents a belliger- 
antly slanted ani-college picture.
The NEWS claims that students apply to several state 
colleges at one time. “ This statement is simply not true,” 
states Montclair president E. DeAlton Partridge. “We 
indicate that a large proportion of the students who apply 
at Montclair, probably the majority of the, apply only 
at this state college.
From figures compiled from Admissions, of the 3,218 
applicants, 796 took the MSC admissions test. Of these, 
479 (60.1%) applied only at Montclair; 215 applied to 2 
state colleges; 86 at 3 state colleges,. 15 at 4 state col­
leges and only 1 applied to the 5 state colleges. Thus, it 
can be seen that the NEW'S statement is unfounded. I 
believe that the public fully realizes that students as a 
“ sensible precaution”  apply to more than one college and 
bear this iri mind when, reading the astounding figures.
The very fact that a student has to apply to several 
colleges “ to increase his chances of admission” states 
clearly his fear of being rejected because facilities in the 
college o f his choice may not be able to accommodate 
him.
Why should colleges be attacked for using factual infor­
mation to pressure the legislature for increased aid? It 
is the job of a college administration to use every means 
in its power to obtain financial aid for more buildings 
and teachers. Since the need for teachers is so despar- 
ately apparent, colleges which prepare students for teaching 
should receive paramount consideration. I seriously doubt 
that the public will lose confidence in college administra­
tion which attempt to obtain aid to further the education 
of future leaders.
However, I frankly do not see the necessity of the point 
stressed. F irst maintaining that it is the “ duty”  of a 
college to appeal for public support then claiming a default 
by printing statistics to gain this aid is an uncaUed for 
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Letters Ta The Editor
n
TO THE EDITOR:
I have waited with patience and 
anticipation for letters to the ed­
itor concerning the closing of the 
recreation room in Life Hall. 
Where are they, editors? Is 
it that there are none? Or is 
it that you are afraid to spoil 
your record of consistently bland 
and lifeless journalism?
But then too I had hoped for 
some strong editorials either for 
or against...You see, whatever 
side you might have taken would 
have been allright as far as jour­
nalism goes so long as you re­
mained lively and sincere. There 
were several alternatives open, 
MONTCLARION, but as usual you 
chose withdrawal on a matter of 
vital Interest to the MSC student 
body.
If you had remained the med­
iocre • rag that the MONT­
CLARION has been in the past 
at least you would have been 
conslstant and perhaps the whole 
incident would have been 
smoothed over and forgotten. But 
such was not the case.
In your issue of January 18, 
(but distributed on Jan. 221) on 
page 5, you had the gall to pre­
sent to the student body what was 
facetiously entitled “ Student 
Forum” . In the true spirit of 
chicken < journalism, not even 
thinly camoflaged I might add, 
you printed what was supposed 
to represent a cross section of 
opinion concerning the closing of 
the recreation room.
I know the MONTCLARION is 
always hard pressed for ideas 
and things to  say and that this 
column did' answer quite a bit 
of the space problem on page 5, 
(not to mention how this same 
problem was not on page 4) but 
the obviously handpicked state­
ments found here reflect either 
your ability or integrity.
Or both.
Perhaps the four shallow, 
psuedo-lntellectual and thought­
less replies were sincere. I am 
'willing to believe that they were, 
as well as being the tertiary 
symptoms of a deeply entrenched 
intellectual conformism that is 
annihilating free thought on our 
campus. And you, MONTCLAR­
ION, have festered this deplor­
able state of affairs. To the 
extent that you are guilty, I 
accuse you.
Summary O f
The 15th regular meeting of the 
Board o r Trustees was called to 
order at 4:30 February 5 by pres­
ident George Schmidt.
Phi Epsilon Kappa requested 
permission to all Olympic car 
stickers for $1.00 to students to 
support the United States Olym­
pic team in 1964. Permission 
granted.
Frank Rega reported that the 
Coffee Hours will be held every 
other week beginning Thursday, 
February 14, Monday, February 
25 and Wednesday, March 13.
Reporting for the Food Com­
mittee, Arminda Nemeth re­
quested a fruit machine for low­
er center. She will contact Mr. 
Nichols of the Faculty-Student 
Co-op.
Richard Catullo reported on the 
Leadership Conference held in 
Woodridge, New York which 
George Schmidt, Bud Meyers and 
Kim Reid attended. The main 
purpose of the four day meeting 
was to enlighten students on the 
concept of group dynamics and to 
acquaint them with the psychol­
ogical and emotional factors of 
an Individual working in a group.
Naturalist Leonard Lee Rue 
will be contacted for an assembly 
program on March 19 or April 2 
for $150 by Bud Meyers.
Chick Yeager announced the 
opening night success of the new 
Snack Bar. He encouraged all 
students to support the service 
as it will remain open from 7:00 
to 10:30 only upon demand.
The meeting adjourned at 6:15.
As evidence I would begin my 
submissions with the blatantly 
slanted “ Student Forum” column 
and the complete absence of any 
formal editorial stand whatso­
ever on the entire matter.
Never has the MONTCLARION 
taken a strong stand on any 
crucial or controversial matter. 
Your unpublished' motto must be 
“ don’t let’s rock the boat!!”
What are you afraid of?
The MONTCLARION stands in 
the critical mind at the epitome 
of apathy and. impotence. Are 
you unaware that the school 
speaks for and reflects the stu­
dent body just as much if not 
more than any recreation room 
that happens to become littered?
The MONTCLARION and its 
ostrich like policy on all mat­
ters has reached an all time low 
with it’s most recent insult to 
the student body. This spineless 
attempt to go along with a bung­
ling, bureaucratic fait accompli 
Is the ultimate in obsequiousness 
and fawning.
Are you still in the dark as 
to why the MONTCLARION can­
not command the personnel to 
fill it’s staff? What intelligent 
and aware person would want to 
be ro me associated with such an 
effiminate, insipid and, flaccid 
rag?
Get hot, MONTCLARION . The 
students of MONTCLAIR need and 
demand the livliest journalism 
that you are capable of producing; 
If you can’t cut it, cut but.
To date you have failed us 
miserably with your chicken 
journalism, half truths, omis­
sions, anti-intellectualism and 
distortions. You stand convicted 
on your own record.
How long must we wait for a 
change? Is your journalistic 
chimpanzeeism to go oh forever? 
Will your chicken, editorials 
never cease?-
I do not ask that you print 





land! I can see there is at 
least ONE irrate member of 
the student body concerned about 
the closing of the recreation 
room. Yours was the first let-
S G A  Meeting
The sixth special meeting of 
the 1962-62 Board of Trustees was 
called to order at 4:52.
George Schmidt announced that 
it would be possible for the Board 
to appropriate funds to send a 
certain number of people to the 
Experiment in International Liv­
ing.
i A financial report was given 
by Mr. Neuner. He concluded 
that there would be approximate­
ly $4300.00 to $4500.00 avail­
able to send students on the Ex­
periment in International Living.
A motion was made by George 
Wilson and seconded that $3500 
be appropriated from the Board 
of Trustees account to send the 
four highest ranked students on 
the Experiment in International 
Living. The motion was car­
ried with a vote of 15 yes and 
1 abstention.
The fifth special meeting of the 
1962-63 Board of Trustees was 
called to order a t 4:49 p.m. by 
President George Schmidt.
George Schmidt announced that 
the Association of College Un­
ions is holding its national con­
vention March 9-13 in Green­
brier, West Virginia. A notion 
was made by Chick Yeager and 
seconded that up to $400.00 be 
appropriated from the Board of 
Trustees’ account to send Bar­
bara Mikrut and George Schmidt 
to the national convention. The 
motion was carried unanimously.
The meeting was adjourned at 
4:52 p.m.
(con’t to pg. 3)
ter regarding this matter. There 
were no others to pldnt. We are 
sorry you “ waited with patience 
and anticipation” only to have no 
scathing remarks appear..
As to taking , a stand on the 
matter, we purposely delayed 
comment in hope that there would 
be a rash outbreak of letters; 
however, this apathy speaks for 
Itself. Perhaps the students felt 
they themselves were the cause 
of the closing and willingly sub­
mitted to the change in pojicy. 
They were offered a trial period. 
They forfeitted use of the room 
by holding fast to their solvenly 
habits. When college students 
fail to take the big “ hint” , there 
are , no other alternatives but 
to treat them as high school 
adolescents.
Mere grumblings and caustic 
remarks among students do not 
remedy unsatisfactory situa­
tions. Action occurs only when 
discontent is brought to the fore 
to be aired and discussed and 
v  published.
We print letters to enable the 
administration to obtain the views 
of the student body. Due to the 
- dearth of letters, it is assumed 
everyone was satisfied with the 
closing. If this is the case, we 
commend those who condemned 
the recreation room as useless, 
and unnecessary. We are satis­
fied with the action because 
it proves once and for all that 
many of us are not responsi­
ble, do not have an adult atti 
tute and frankly do not care 
about the image MSC attempts 
to maintain.
The question is - what do we 
do to improve this lackadaisical 
outlook many students have? 
Do we close their “ playroom” 
because the children toss their 
coke containers on the floor? 
Yes, when the child-like adults 
fail to meet an ultimatum. On 
the other hand, is there any 
encouragement to act like adults? 
A true adult needs no encourage­
ment-  to act like one. When 
someone suggests “Grow-up” 
offense is taken. Is he talking 
to me? Yes we are talking-to 
you. We áre suggesting that - 
there is no need for this non­
committal attitude, for this 
non-adult- view on the part of 
the student body. We are sug­
gesting that if one wishes to be 
treated as an adult, he should 
act like one. Assume responsi­
bility, have definite pros and 
cons about a matter and-^write 
to the editor about ¿ complaint 
or a worthwhile occurrence, do 
not grumble in muffled tones.
That the MONTCLARION has 
never taken a stand on “ crucial 
matters” is an unfounded state­
ment. Editorials ' have been 
voiced for the Civil Defense 
course and for the appearance of 
Communist leader Gus Hall at 
Fairleigh Dickenson as one of the 
privileges of free speech. The 
obvious absence of the marching 
band at Homecoming and the lack 
of student interest in the Experi­
ment in International Living re ­
ceived antagonistic declamations 
from the MONTCLARION. It 
can be witnessed that we do 
stand on matters of importance.
For all his critical comment, 
we thank Mr. Mulholland for his 
time and effort and meet his 
challenge to print the letter. 
It is only through criticizm that 
one can improve; however, he 
failed to offer constructive criti­
cizm in turn. It is easy to in­
dulge in profuse insults about a 
subject with which one has no 
connection, namely, the publish­
ing of the MONTC LAIRION. It 
is more difficult to offer sugges­
tions for Improvement. Would 
you care to submit constructive 
criticizm this time, Mr. Mul­
holland?
JY
ATTENTION: CLASS A AND B
To facilitate communications, 
the Student Government Assoc­
iation requests the naipesof your 
organizations newly elected of­
ficers,. The names may be left 
in the SGA office or given to 
Dianne Griesback, via the bul­
letin board-
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German Track Stars 
Demonstrate Exercises
West German track stars Jutte 
Heine, Vera Kummerfeld, and 
Maria Jiebmann conducted a 
track clinic Tuesday, Feb. 6 at 
the Panzer gymnasium demon­
strating warm-up exercises and 
sprinting techniques.
Miss Heine, a silver medalist 
in the Olympics at Rome, re ­
cently defeated U.S. sprinter Wil­
ma Rudolph in a 60 yd. dash at 
the Milrose Games.
A 22 year old economics stu­
dent at the University of Col­
ogne, Jutte has observed phys­
ical education classes and a soc-' 
ial studies class, the “Growth 
of American Cities” . Comparing 
American and German colleges,
she stated, It is very differ^ 
ent here. In German schools 
you read the book if you want 
it. It is n,ot required.” She 
also remarked that in Germany 
there is only one final exam for 
a semester of eight subjects. 
This exam can be taken any time 
the student feels he is ready for 
it.
During their three day visit, 
the women stayed in North Hall. 
The remaindei of the tour, which 
will include stops at Bakersfield, 
New York, Louisville and St. 
Paul, is sponsored by the Am­
erican Athletic Association.
The sprinters will return to 
Germany February 17.
« p |




After the tremendous success 
of their recent charity basket­
ball game and dance, the Men 
of Agora have donated the pro­
ceeds of this event for the es­
tablishment of a College Student 
Assistance Fund at the sugges- \  
tion of Mr. Neuner. This fund > 
would be used by students ex­
periencing limited financial dif­
ficulties fir'd who need a short- 
time loan.
Students could draw upon this 
fund for loans within twenty-four 
hours of application, and this 
would allow the student to solve 
urgent financial difficulties.
Although the final details for 
the Fund have not been completed, 
the students of Montclair State 
will benefit. The fact that the 
Men of Agora have used their 
money to establish this Student 
Assistance Fund in the interest 
of fellow students is to their 
credit and may possibly set a 
precedent for other campus or­
ganizations.
The basketball game, played by 
the Men of Agora against the 
WMCA “Good Guy Basketeers,” 
was lost by the fraternity 71-70. 
$300 was netted. Coordinator 
and chairman for the event was 
Richard Strate, while Alex Trento 
handled publicity and Pat Yac- 
carino and Mike Macaluso headed 
the ticket committee and made 
arrangements for the game.
Tp facilitate communications, 
the Student Government Assoc- 
iation requests the names of your 
organization’s newly elected of­
ficers, The names may be left 
in the SGA office,-or given to 





Ronald Owens, a sophomore 
music major, has been awarded 
the Summer Scholarship of the. 
Montclair Branch, American 
Waldensian Aid Society.'
'This is the first scholarship 
ever awarded by the Montclair 
branch and will cover passage 
to Italy on a student ship plus 
board and lodging at Agape, an 
international youth camg in the 
Alps. Ronny who leaves on June 
7 and returns August 26 will 
spend 4 weeks in the main part 
of Italy and the rest of the time 
touring.
Ronny is president of Lambda 
Mu Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia Fraternity of America, 
treasurer. of his chapter of the 
National Music Conference, a 
member of the College Choir and 
the Opera Workshop.
Special guards in Tokyo 
subway stations have the job 
of shoving riders into the 
jampacked cars.
Florida And European 
Credit Tours Offered
The W-2 return forms for 
those students having work 
scholarships maybe picked up 
in the Personnel Office.
In order to accommodate as 
many people as possible, the 
“ Faculty-Student Coffee Hours” 
for this semester will be held 
every other week on different 
days. TheSGACoffeeHourCom- 
mittee has announced that the 
next three coffee hours will be 
on Thursday, February 14, on 
Monday, February 27, and- on 
Wednesday, March 13.
The committee also changed 
the starting time of the coffee 
hours to 2:30. They are held 
in the 1 smoking room of Life 
Hall, and usually run until 4:30 
or 5:00, depending upon atten­
dance. The SGA provides free 
coffee and donuts for all those 
present. All students, faculty 
members, and administrative 
personnel are invited to attend.
Dr. Norman Lange, Director 
of Student Teaching and Place­
ment at Montclair State College 
will lead a tour, FOCUS ON ED­
UCATION, in Europe from Ju­
ly 9 to August 19, 1963 at a,cost 
of $1199.00 .
This tour is an introduction 
into the sights and sounds of Eur­
ope and will take the group to 
London, Paris, Holland, Amster­
dam, Copenhagen, Golden Rhine, 
and return via Bad Ems, Nassau, 
Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Ulm and 
Munich. It will include everything 
from the Changing of the Guards 
at Buckingham Palace to the 
Swiss Alps. A survey, of Eur­
opean education will put the trav­
eler in touch with the traditional 
educational practices and signif­
icant changes in educational con­
cepts which are taking place to­
day.
With the assistance of various 
ministries of education and 
teachers association in London, 
Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Paris, 
Munich, and Prague, a program 
is being set up to offer oppor­
tunities to meet persons who 
make educational policies, vis­
it classrooms and teacher train­
ing facilities, and talk with local 
teachers informally.
Dr. Norman Lange was Su­
pervisor of Instructional Ser­
vices in the U.S. Army Depen­
dents’ Schools in Europe, for five 
years. He has made many trips 
to Europe in recent years, and 
is experienced as a classroom 
teacher and public school and 
college administrator. In 1962, 
he was director of an NEA Eur­
opean travel group.
For further information, write 
Dr, Norman Lange at Montclair 
State College, Upper Montclair, 
New Jersey.
Students interested in Sum­
mer Camp employment as 
counselors and specialists 
should contact Dr. Redd in the 
gymnasium for information.
Mr. Edgar Bye, Director of the 
Bureau of Field Studies at Mont­
clair State College has announced 
that the Easter Field Trip to 
Florida will leave on April 12 
to Miami and return to Newark 
on April 20.
This limited quota tour maybe 
taken for graduate or undergrad­
uate credit. It costs $285; meals 
are extra.
The educational trip starts 
with Miami and continues by 
chartered bus over the Tami- 
ami Trail to Sarasota, Tampa, 
Tarpon Springs, Saint Peters­
burg, Bok Tower, Cypress Gar­
dens, Orlando and end with Mi­
ami Beach.
For further information on this 
tour contact the Burea of Field 
Studies, Montclair State College, 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey.
Another tour conducted by Ed­
gar C. Bye who has served for 
some 3Q years as Director' of 
Field Studies of Montclair State 
College is open to anyone in the 
field of education active or re ­
tired and if space is available 
a friend or member of the par­
ticipating 'family may join the 
group.
Honolulu, Fiji, Tahiti and New 
Guinea are part of a tour to dis­
cover the South Seas offered by 
Montclair State College and the 
College and University section of 
the National Education Associa­
tion Division of Educational Tra­
vel from July 5 to August 27, 
1963.
Pearl Harbor, Australia, New 
Zealand and the beautiful island 
of New Caledonia are also among 
the highlights of the trip .. Sev­
eral optional side trips on is­
lands west of Figi, Tonga and 
Western. Samoa are available.
• This trip is $2850 from San ' 
Francisco. The price includes 
tuition at Montclair State Col­
lege and six graduate credits, 
if desired.
For information about this trip 
write to the Division of Educa­
tional Travel, National Educa­
tion Association, 1201 Sixteenth 
Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Players Choose Cast 
Comedy Opens Soon
On Thursday, February 28, 
Friday and Saturday, March 1 and 
2, and Monday March 4, the Play­
ers will present “ The Importance 
of Being Earnest” , a three act 
comedy by Oscar Wilde.
In the leading roles are the sup­
posedly good friends: Jack 
Worthing and Algernon Moncrieff 
played by Jim Albertson and An­
thony Solter. Cecily Cardew, 
Jack Worthing’s ward, will be 
played by Elizabeth Knowlton. Pat 
Studerus will portray Gwendolyn, 
a very refined lady. Algernon 
Moncrieff’s proper and“ schock- 
able”  aunt, Lady Bracknell, will 
be brought to life by Yoni Fogel. 
The roles of the loving Reverend 
Canon Chasuble, D. D., and the 
frustrated Miss Prism, will be 
played by -Gene O’Connell (and 
Karen Leach. 1
Others in the cast include 
Charles Lonegan, as Jack Worth­
ing’s butler: and Bill Kuchon as *v 
Algernon Moncrieff’s manser­
vant, Lane. Directing the play 
is Dr. Mac Elroy, and assisting 
him are Paula Di Venuto and ' 
E milio Pollizzotto.
Heading the costure com­
mittee is Pat O’Brien under the 
leadership of Mrs. Hansen. Mr. 
Fennelli and Judy Zauner will 
take care of the props. The 
lighting crew will be under the 
direction of Dr. Fox and his aide 
Roberta Grehl. The make-up 
committee, is under the auspices 
of Diane Rice, Dolly Shannen, 
and Mr. Moll. Mr. Joe Pap- 
prone will be heading the con­
struction committee; and Charles 
Lanegan is ’'the Business Man­
ager.
The Rutgers-Douglass 
Committee for a SANE Nu­
clear Policy 
presents a
Benefit and Exhibit 
of
Contemporary Art J 
Feb. 9-17
Daily 10-10; Fri. and Sat. 10-5 
at the LEDGE 
Rutgers University 
George Street, New Bruns­
wick
Farrell Heads SEAM ’63 
Replaces Roxy Busch
Warren Farrell, a sophomore 
English major was elected pres­
ident of SEAM Wednesday, Jan­
uary 16, 1963.
Louise Irving, junior French 
major, was elected vice-pres­
ident; Celeste Bell; Freshman 
Biology major, Treasurer; Joyce 
Nisski, sophomore Home Eco­
nomics major, corresponding 
secretary and Mary Casey, 
freshman English major, record­
ing secretary. ^ •
SEAM’s plans this year include 
a series of debates, an emblem 
contest, the formation of a SEAM 
Council, tours for ’ incoming 
freshmen, a monthly or bi­
monthly column in the MONT- 
CLARION, the purchase of a 
Montclair State banner and the 
formation of a speaker’s bur­
eau to train students to speak 




Students of Montclair, here is 
your opportunity to meet the tal- 
«ented Baker twins, stars of the 
Broadway musical “ Stop the 
World, I Want to Get Off.”
The 17 year old twins, Susan, 
Jennifer and their parents will 
arrive on campus February 18, 
at 12:30.
They will eat lunch in the caf­
eteria and experience waiting in 
the lunch line.
The next stop will be at the 
student lounge in Life Hall where 
the twins will sign autographs and 
talk with students for 15 minutes.
Dr. Fox and the members of 
Players will then show the girls 
the stage set of “ The Import­
ance of Being Earnest,” which 
will be presented this spring. If 
there is still time the twins will 
attend two of Dr. MacElroy’s dra­
ma classes before r'eturning to 
New York. While on campus the 
visitors will be accompanied by 
members of the ISC, Dean Huber, 
and Dean Blanton.
The reason ,for the Baker 
twin’s visit is uriique. The girls 
come from Finchley, England, 
which had Montclair for a sis­
ter city during World War II. 
Since Susan and Jennifer have not , 
visited any cities other than New 
York while here in America, 
Mayor Osborn invited them to 
spend the weekend of Feb. 17 and 
18 in Montclair with their par­
ents. They will stay at the home 
of Mr. Conant Webb Sr. who 
will be their host while they tour 
Montclair and attend parties and 
dinners held in their honor.
Sitting: Warren Farrell and 
Louise Irving
Standing: Joyce Nisski and. Mary 
Casey
Lounge Now  
Lunchroom
On February 4, the beginning 
of the second semester, what has 
been the smoking lounge became 
a lunchroom area for those who 
bring their own lunches to school. 
This room is equipped with auto­
matic vending machines which 
serve hot drinks and hot soup 
in addition to ce cream, co d 
drinks and fru.t;
By furnishing a suitable area 
with supplementary food avail­
able to those who wish to bring 
their lunch, it is believed that 
both of these problems can be 
solved to a certain extent.
SGA SUMMARY
(con’t from pg. 2)
A motion was made by Ken 
Villani and seconded that $200 
spending money per person be 
appropriated from the Board of 
Trustees account for the four 
highest ranked students partici­
pating in the Experiment in In-' 
ternational Living.
A suggestion was made that 
money be earmarked for the ex­
periment next year n the be­
ginning of the semester. The 
Board reported that this is very 
difficult to do, since the Board 
will not be aware of its ex­
penditures for the semester.
The seventh special meeting 
of the 1962-63 Board of Trust­
ees was called to order at 5:15 
p.m.
Chick Yeager announced that 
Hal Holbrook would not be a- 
vailable for a ' performance Ap­
ril 20 as had been previously 
scheduled. He is available for 
April 23.
A motion was made by Bud 
Meyers and seconded that thfe 
date for the Hal Holbrook pre­
sentation be changed from Ap­
ril 20 to April 23 at the same 
price. The motion was car­
ried with a vote of 14 yes, 1 no, 
and 1 abstension.




Ravindra Xgrawala proved to 
be an Interesting friendly per­
son, eager to share' his views 
on several topics. Mr. Agrawala 
halls from New Delhi, India, and 
is pursuing a Master’s Degree in 
Business Education.
Why did he1 go into teaching? 
“ At first,” said Mr. Agrawala, 
“ I was in an office job. But 
I felt I had more capabilities 
and could find more fulfillment. 
So, I went to a university.” 
Mr. Agrawala described a fate­
ful incident that happened while 
he was in the University of New 
Delhi. He was running for the
interesting contrasts between 
education in India and in America. 
In India, education is not compul­
sory, although steps are being 
taken in that direction. A high 
school education is not free, as 
in America. Both private and 
public school systems are sup­
ported by’the Indian Government.
What about college? “ If you 
have the money you go.” This 
is quite different than the stiff 
entrance requirements in the 
United States.
How about the role of the 
teacher in India? Mr. Agrawala 
smiled and said, “ A teacher is 
not well paid in any country.”
w i s e
^ e a c A itty
From Where I Sit
Is a good college tor teaching-- , 
I did not make a bad choice.” 
he states that everyone Is so 
friendly, and particularly noted 
the student-teacher relationship, 
which Is much less formal than 
in India. He said that he was 
different, and enjoyed being 
friendly with students.
He told of the dating and mar­
riage set-up In India which differs 
notably from American mixing 
procedures. There, the girls 
have no worries about Saturday 
night blues, for the parents take 
care of the whole business from 
dating to marriage. He noted 
that In America, the marriages 
are mostly “ for love” , and then 
commented on the high rate of 
divorces. In India, divorce is 
rare.
by Joe Snow
Without attempting to sound ex­
pert or even analytical, I feel I 
can safely say that the average 
American moviegoer is aware of, 
has been exposed to, or at least 
has heard rumors about the pre­
sent state of the domestic film 
industry. It’s not good.
Is It true that the emigration 
of home talent to Europe, the 
Elizabeth Taylor fiasco, and the 
tragic “ fin”  of the American 
symbol--Marilyn Monroe^ are 
earmarks of a change, an un­
dercurrent revolution in the 
production of American films? 
Not really! <
What they have done is to foc­
us the movie mogul’s attention 
to the more serious problems of 
production expenses and to once 
again take a more active interest 
in the money-fritterings of the 
last decade. It has also caused 
a few dedicated souls to answer
position of Secretary of the 
Geographic Association of the 
college. “ The election started 
on the basis of caste and creed, 
but the students of the college 
did not like this bias of caste 
and turned hostile to such feel­
ings and I got elected. This 
incident taught me that there 
should not be any prejudice on 
account of caste and creed.”
1 “ One should get his rightful 
place in the society ' according 
to his capacity and genus.”  He 
said this happening headed him 
towards a broader outlook qn 
life.
Mr. Agrawala had several
For this reason, not many men 
go into the teaching field, al­
though a large amount of women 
do become teachers.
Mr. Agrawala told why he en­
tered the teaching profession. 
He feels that Montclair can 
“ assist me in preparing for pro­
fessional work and in rendering 
professional service of high 
quality. It will equip me for the 
service I wish to render to the 
growing demand of education in 
my country.”
Mr. Agrawala told of his 
impressions of Montclair. He 
chose this college because he Saw 
it in a booklet and thought “ it
P o e t ’ s  C o r n e r
THE LOVE SONG OF SHALLOWNESS
A blue-eyed Lounge Lady, she sat 
Mysteriously malcontent, possibly musing 
On the futility of the dally bridge game.
She was Jane *62, wickedest woman at Montclair, 
After four Seven and Sevens.
In the Quarterly the women come and go,
Talking of Enovid and spiritual release.
Did you romp with us, Stetson,
In the beds at Greenwood Lake?
You must come up and see me some time.
Don’t forget your draft card, and a 
. Wedding ring. I was with Belafonte, yesterday, i 
In an elevator—Must you go, Stetson?
So soon?
In the Quarterly the women come and go,
Talking of Brubeck and being totally pseudo.
And would it be worth It, after all,
After the banality of gushing water,
To buck sophomorlsh trends?
To admit that God does not hide 
In a corner, quivering? No, no;
I will wear my hair straight 
And exhibit my Sensitivity.
In the Quarterly the women come and go,
Talking of Wildwood and the Kingston Trio.
JO
the repeated cry for quality with 
“ A Long Day’s Journey Into 
Night” and “ Freud.”
But the money-mongers still 
know where the gelt is--in the 
pockets of the “ thrill” and 
“ spectacles” seeker. In a day 
when four-hour wonderdramas 
have become commonplace it 
follows that the gréedy public 
must be exposed to a formid­
able pile of third-rate rubbish,
The magic formula of success 
that has characterized the Hol­
lywood monopoly—that is, “ if at 
first you do succeed, then try, 
try, try, until you’ve milked It 
dry” --is  not to be taken lightly. 
The formula works, and it works 
because it seems that, like most 
other “ culture-producing” items 
foisted on an all-too-gullible, 
thirsting public, money is th e , 
“ sweet smell of success.” The 
contorted Greek mean now reads: 
“ Profit is the measure of all 
things.”
Look. at the rise and fall of 
westerns, the cycle of melo­
dramas, the soap opera, the desk 
set series, the Peyton Place (all 
paste copies of the original.), 
post-mortems and the gangland 
grosseries, the perennial (too of­
ten musical saccharine) comedy, 
and a bevy of others. In each 
category, there are a pioneer, 
few, that select group of qual­
ity films that will endure and ach­
ieve a special niche in future cin­
ema histories.
Right now, we are in the middle 
(I wish it were the end) of a siege 
of religious epics precipitated 10 j  
-years ago by “ The Robe” and a 
few others, now classics. What 
has happened? The Individuality 
that pervaded the originals has ' 
been reduced by the financial wiz­
ards in terms of pocket change 
(at least it used to be) and in­
corporated into a near-foolproof 
format that speeds up mass prod­
uction of stock films, stock char­
acters and stock situations with 
objectionable disregard for taste 
and quality;
Stripped of authenticity and 
historical accuracy, such films 
(I use “ Barabbas” as an example) 
offer name stars a “ fhir share,” 
whip up “ a cast of thousands” 
to new heights of frénzy, blare 
trumpets and tinny music intb 
ears already drummed into sub­
mission by the cliches and hom­
ilies one associates with the 
genre.
It is near tragic that such films 
do fill a gap, a gap left by the 
absence of more sensitive and 
beautifully-handled films like 
“ David and Lisa.” An excep­
tional American film that, though 
made for 1/100 of the cost of 
Cleopatra, has reached further 
down In human understanding, 
handling its theme of mental ang­
uish with such rare genius and 
perception, that it would be hard 
to duplicate its power, face, and 
simplicity anywhere.
What is really tragic though, is 
the flood of carbon copies that 
must inevitably follow. Will the 
next film craze be fashioned thus: 
Cary Grant, Doris Day, Rock 
Hudsonand Zsa Zsa Gabor and a 
cast of 50,000 recognizable stars 
(each" showing his recognizable 
face before the camera for 15 
seconds) seen in “ Whatever Hap­
pened to Sigmund Freud” or 
“ Jocasta’s Six” filmed on the 
Argentine pampas in Wonder rub­
bish, Flexicolor, Blurrivision—?
The crowning of the Queen of 
Hearts will be the feature of 
Phi Sigma Epsilon’s “ Cupid’s 
Capers.”  The dance will be 
held in Life Hall, February 
16, 8 to 12 p.m. Tickets are 
$2 per couple.
Don’t forget to look in the 
next issue of the Montclaribn 
for the secret about the AIR­
PLANE IN THE ATTIC.
The Men of Gamma Delta Chi 
present
The Third Annual 
Decade of Disco Dance 
Feb. 23 in the cafeteria at 
8:00
Tickets—$.50 per person 
stag or drag casual dress
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THE CURSE OF THE CAMPUS: NO. 1
Hate me if you will, but I must speak. We college types are 
far too complacent. Sure, we’ve got plenty to be proud of. 
We’ve got atom smashers, we’ve got graduate schools, We’V e  got 
new peaks in scholarship, new highs in academic honors. And yet, 
in the midst of these triumphs, we have failed dismally to make 
any progress in solving the oldest and most horrendous of all 
campus problems: we’ve still got roommates.
To be sure, all roommates are not bad. There is the well- 
documented case of Hilquit Glebe, a student at the Manhattan 
College of Agriculture, majoring in curds and whey, who ad­
mitted publicly that he actually liked his roommate—an odd 
admission when you consider that this roommate, Mervis 
Trunz by name, was frankly not too winsome a fellow. He 
practiced his.tympani in his room, he kept an alligator, and he 
collected airplane tires.
But, bn the other hand, Mervis bought two packs of Marlboro 
Cigarettes every day and gave one of them to Hilquit and—I ask 
you—who can stay mad at a man who gives you Marlboro 
Cigarettes? Who, upon tasting that flavorful blend of Marlboro 
tobaccos, upon drawing through that pure white Marlboro filter, 
upon exulting in this best of all possible cigarettes, Marlboro r- 
wbo, I say, can harden his heart against his neighbor? Certainly 
nol Hilquit. Certainly not I. Certainly not you, as you will find 
when you scurry to your nearest tobacconist and buy a supply. 
Marlboros come in soft pack or Flip-Top Box. Tobacconists 
come in small, medium, and large.
But I digress. Roommates, I say, are still with us and I 
fear they always will be, so we better learn how to get along 
with them. It can be done, you know. Take, for instance, the 
classic case of Dolly Pitcher and Molly Madison.
Dolly and Molly, roommates at a prominent Midwestern 
girls’ school (Vassar) had a problem that seemed insoluble. Dolly 
could only study late a t night, and Molly could not stay awake 
past nine o’clock. If Dolly kept the lights on, the room was too 
bright for Molly to sleep. If Molly turned the lights off, the 
room was too dark for Dolly to study. What to do?
Well sir, those two intelligent American kids found an an­
swer. They got a miner’s cap for Dolly! Thus, she had enough 
light to study by, and still the room was dark enough for 
Molly to sleep.
I t must be admitted, however, that this solution, ingenious 
as it was, had some unexpected sequelae. Dolly got so en­
chanted with her miner’s cap that she switched her major from 
1 8 th Century poetry to mining and metallurgy. Shortly after 
graduation she had what appeared to be a great stroke of luck: 
while out prospecting, she discovered what is without question 
the world’s largest feldspar mine. This might have made Dolly 
very rich except that nobody, alasj has-yet discovered a use for 
feldspar. Today Dolly, a broken woman, squeezes out a meagre 
living making echoes for tourists in Mammoth Cave.
Xor has Molly fared conspicuously better. Once Dolly got 
the miner’s hat, Molly was able to catch up on her long-lost 
sleep. She woke after eight days, refreshed and vigorous—more 
vigorous, alas, than she realized. I t  was the afternoon of the 
annual Dean’s tea. Molly stood in line with her classmates, 
waiting to shake the Dean’s hand. At last her turn came, and 
'Molly,,full of strength and health, gave the Dean a firm hand­
shake—so firm, indeed, that all five of the Dean’s knuckles 
were permanently fused.
The Dean sued for a million dollars, and, of course, won. To­
day Molly, a broken woman,, is paying off her debt by walking 
the Dean’s cat every afternoon for ten cents an hour.
©  1963 M a x  S h u lm a n
* * *
We, the makers of Marlboro and the sponsors of this column, 
will not attem pt to expertize about roommates. But we 
will tell you about a great pocket or purse mate—Marlboro 
Cigarette»—Une tobacco, fíne filter, fine company always.
Girls F ind Chico Active 
Visit Squaw Valley
by Diane Jones, Judy McGann,and 
Linda Minard, pictured at left
Our trip out here may have been 
a bit tiring, but it was certainly 
interesting and enlightening. Af­
ter spending three days and three 
nights en route, we were duly 
impressed by the vastness of our 
country. The bus stopped at many 
o f the major cities along the 
way, such as Chicago, Omaha, 
Cheyenne, Laramie, Salt Lake 
City, and Reno.
In Chicago we walked down 
State Street, browsed in Mar­
shall Fields, and walked along the 
fabulous “ GoldCoast” . The most 
impressive sight was the view of 
Salt Lake City as we descended 
the mountains during the night 
and saw the lights of the city in 
the valley below. The flood­
lights on the Mormon Temple at 
midnight were a spectacular at­
traction. In Reno we visited 
most of the night clubs and even 
bet a nickel in the one arm ban­
dits (last of the big time spend­
ers).
Three weary but happy girls 
finally arrived in Chico. Our 
bus wa s met by Dean Margaret 
Fagin, who informed us that our 
dorm was not yet completed, but 
that the college would pay our ex­
penses at the Travel Lodge Mo­
tel. Spending one luxurious week 
.enjoying maid service, T.V., air 
conditioning, and a private swim­
ming pool gave us a great in­
troduction to California.
The next day we received our 
first view of Chico’s campus, 
which is noted for its beauty. The 
architecture is Spanish mission 
style similar to that of Mont­
clair’s Ad Building. Many of the 
buildings are ivy covered brick 
and the most prominent feature is 
the belltower on the CAC (stu­
dent center).
Over two hundred types of 
trees, including the giant red­
wood, are found on campus. In 
addition, there is a large, rec­
tangular rose garden which is in 
bloom for approximately ten 
months of each year. Through 
the center of the campus flows 
Big Chico Creek, which is 
crossed by three footbridges and
WEST SIDE STORY 
IS YOUR STORY!
NOW PLAYING AT A 
THEATRE NEAR YOU!
POPULAR PRICES!
C O N TIN U O U S  P E R F O R M A N C E S !
NO RESERVED SEATS!
EXACTLY AS BEING SHOWN ON BROADWAY!
JERSEY CITY If?
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is one of the student^’ favorite 
spots.
-\We soon found Chico to be a 
very friendly campus and quickly 
began wearing “ grubbies” —cut­
off Levi’s and brightly colored 
Chico sweatshirts worn inside out 
with the sleeves cut off. This is 
the standard casual attire among 
Chico’s students.
Classes are similar to those at 
Montclair. Because Chico is a 
liberal arts college, however, on­
ly about fifty per cent of the stu­
dents major in education and 
numerous other fields are 
offered.
Students here seem to have a 
different attitude than students 
at Montclair. Studies are just 
one part of life and college is 
much more informal with every­
one participating in extra-cur­
ricular activities. There are at 
least two dances each week in 
addition to numerous speakers, 
plays, and concerts. There is 
something happening every night.
We have found the people in 
California to be warm and hos­
pitable. Because of their kind­
ness, we have been able to see 
many of the state’s outstanding 
attractions. During September 
we climbed to the summit of 
Mt. Lassen, the last active vol­
cano in the U.S. Here we were 
fascinated by the foaming sul­
fur springs and subway caves 
made by the lava flow.
In November we spent a week­
end touring the Northern Coastal 
Region of California. The maj­
esty of the tall redwoods-standing 
in the solitude of the rainy for-
Who's
By Ann Dryburgh 
Engaged: Sue Stamm, Theta Chi 
Rho, ’64 to Chick Silvagni, Flo­
rida State University, ’63; Mary 
Lou Fraunfelder, Mu Sigma, ’63 
to Ronnie Kovacs; Chary Menocal 
Mu Sigma, ’64 to Mario Lopez 
Demestre; Janet Olefarz, Mu Si­
gma, ’63 to James Carucci ’63 
Janet Rosenberg ’66, to Harvey 
Altman, Tau Sigma Delta ’62. 
Carole Manno, Alpha Chi Beta 
’63 to Patrick Cavalli, Farleigh 
Dickinson Dental School ’63. 
Mary Ellen Lloyd, Lambda Om­
ega Tau ’63 to Ed Welker. Bi- 
nnie Adolf ’62 to Bob Bensten 
Agora, ’63.
Pinned; Ginny O’Malley, Delta 
Thet-a Psi’65 to Jeff Ramsay, 
Zeta Psi, DartmouthCoTlege,’65. 
Rosann Srange Sigma Delta Phi 
’65 to Michael Lepore, Psi Chi 
’63. Barbara Dowdell, Lambda 
Omega Tau’64 to John J. Duh- 
ig, Beta Epsilon Tau, ’64.
With the Greeks: The women of 
Mu Sigma have announced their 
new officers as the following: 
Mindy Nemeth, President; Linda 
Borella, Vice President: Kathy 
Clark, Recording Secretary: Ba­
rbara Ann Harris, Corresponding 
Secretary; FranFila, Treasurer; 
Chary Menocal, Parliament­
arian; and Chris Schwalbe, His­
torian.
Late in December, the women of 
Delta Omicron. Pi enjoyed a fes­
tive Christmas dinner and party 
which was followed by the ini­
tiation of the new sisters. They 
are as follows: Sue Bakum, Va- 
lcene Costa Diane Gilmore, Vi­
vian Marmelstein, Kathie McAll­
ister, Stemmie Mustakis, Car- 
mela Palumbo , Melanie Pelak, 
Peggy Smith, Mary Stern, Linda 
Verba, Pat Wain, Sue Youngblood 
and Marilyn Zensinger. The new 
officers of Pi were installed on 
the same evening. They are: 
Judy Erber, President; Maria 
Lucas, Vice President; Gloria 
Mikrut, Corresponding Secre­
tary; Pat Mikrut, Treasurer; Peg 
Burns, Recording Secretary, Ma­
rilyn Innatore,Social Chairman; 
Pat Morse, Historian; June Pat­
terson, Sergeant-at - Arms; 
Lynne Magonigal, Attend Chair­
man; Joan Daldorf, Alumnae Se­
cretary; and Ginny Mayer, I.S.C. 
Representative.
ests deeply impressed us. We 
found that California’s northern 
coast differs greatly from our 
N.J. coast. Here there is very 
little sandy beach. Instead, steep 
rocky cliffs overhung with mist 
drop straight down to the water’s 
edge.
During Christmas vacation we 
attended the college ski trip at 
Lake Tahoe and nearby Squaw 
Valley, the site of the 1960 win­
ter Olympics.
In contrast to these small towns 
is the city of Los Angeles which 
covers an enormous area. This 
is unique among large cities be- 
cause it is composed of numer- 
our spralling suburban areas with 
few tall buildings. Qn the out­
skirts of the city lies Interna­
tional Airport where we spent 
an evening watching the planes 
from the observation deck.
Of course, we visited many of 
the well known tourist attrac­
tions. (The most famous of these 
is Disneyland which, to us, was 
much more than simply an over­
grown amusement park. Each 
detail in its construction con­
forms to a plan which contrib­
utes to an overall illusion.
We can hardly believe that over 
half th e year has gone by. Our 
experience has been so reward­
ing and has given us insight in­
to a different way of life. But 
perhaps more important is the 
'perspective it has given us on 
our own way of life. We have 
learned that the standards of the 
Metropolitan East are not the 
standards of the entire country.
Whose
The new officers of Lambda 
Omega Tau are: President, Ma­
rion Ramsay; Vice- President, 
Betty Ann Sowray, Recording Se­
cretary, Jo Anne Symchik; Co­
rresponding Secretary, Carole 
Anne Capp; Alumni Secretary, 
Deanne Vasleri, Treasurer, Lita 
Todaro, Historiah, Angela Picone 
SGA Representative, Patricia 
Kovacs; I.S.C. Representative, 
Carol Breza; Program Co- Cha­
irman, Karen Gash and Barbara 
Kubach.
The new officers of Phi La­
mbda Pi are: President, Jim 
Garafole, Vice President, Bill 
Barowski, Recording Secretary, 
Frank Johnston, Treasurer, John 
Velcamp. Corresponding Secre­
tary, Larry Church, Sgt. At Arms 
Paul Szem; Alumni Secretary, 
Bruce Wask.
The new officers of Dalphac 
are: President, Beverly Stapay; 
Vice-President, Shiela Samay; 
Corresponding Secretary, Gloria 
Suslin; Recording Secretary, Ma­
rie Elena Resitano; Treasurer, 
Virginia Hoitsma; Historian, Li­
nda Panitz; Pledge Mistress, Vi­
rginia Franz; and LS.C. Repre­
sentative, Betsy Morris.
The View officers of Phi Sigma 
Epsilon are: President, Robert 
Johnson; Vice-President, Daft 
Sorkowitz; T reasurer,. John 
Lord; Recording Secretary, Jim 
Morgan; and Corresponding Se­
cretary, Steve Horowitz.
The new officers of Gamma 
Delta Chi are: President, Tho­
mas Franklin; Vice-President , 
George Gross; Treasurer, Cha­
rles Binder; Recording Secre­
tary, Michael Felsen; Corres­
ponding Secretary, Robert Le- 
ngle; and Alumni Secretary, Ro­
bert Purcell.
The women o f Theta Chi Rho 
held a formal initiation of their 
new officers on Sunday evening 
January 13, at Noel Lamby’s home 
in Verona. The new officers of 
Theta are: Judi Cece, President; 
Nancy West Vice President; BE 
Nancy West, Vice President; 
Bette-Ann Botosh, Treasurer: 
Diane Rich, Recording Secretary; 
Ann Dryburgh, Corresponding 
Secretary; Sandy Doty, Alumnae 
Aecretary; Grace Hendrickson 



















TRI CAPTAINS FOR GRID
Dom Deo, Lou Kirschner and 
Rob Cannon have been elected 
tri-captains of Montclair State 
College's 1963 varsity football 
team, it has been announced by 
Gerry Edwards, head football 
coach.
The trio, all veterans of three 
full seasons of varsity play, have 
played major roles in Montclair 
State College’s rise in football 
in the last three seasons.
Deo, who already ranks as one 
of Montclair’s all-time rushing 
record holders, is a graduate of 
Hillside High School. He led the 
1962 Indians in rushing, total 
yardage gained and scoring.
The physical education major 
served as a co-captain of Mont­
clair’s 1962 gridiron eleven.
Cannon, a graduate of Tea- 
neck High School, received 
Little-All-American honorable 
mention this past fall. Also a 
physical education major, Can­
non led the Indians this past 
season in pass receiving while 
placing second in rushing and 
fourth in total offense.
Kirschner, a graduate of James 
Madison High School in Brooklyn 
now making his home in Clifton, 
has been a key offensive guard 
for Montclair State.
BOB MOORE OUT
Indian grappler Bob Moore 
will be out of wrestling for the 
rest of the season due to an in­
jury to his knee obtained during 
practi ce. Bob is a junior from 
Freehold and ha s been wrest­
ling for 3 years at Montclair. 
He has shown fine promise as an 
outstanding wrestler and was a 
definite asset to the team.
CAPITANO, SZEM
The high scoring of juniors 
Pete Capitano of Bayonne and 
Paul Szem of Irvington have fea­
tured the play of Montclair State 
College’s basketball quintet dur­
ing the first half of the 1962-63 
season.
Korner
Capitano, ranked among the top 
small coUege scorers in the na­
tions, has -poured 344 points 
through the hoop in 13 games for 
an average of 26.5 points per 
game.
The Bayonne scoring whiz has 
124 field goals in 256 attempts 
for a .484 percentage. On the 
foul line, Including 17 out of 18 
attempts against Jersey City- 
State earlier this season, Cap­
itano has scored bn 96 of 140 
shots.
With 728 points last year in 
27 games and his 344 tallies this 
year, Capitano has hit for a tre­
mendous 1072 points in just 40 
games. ' His best single game 
mark this year thus far was 36 
points against Newark State Col­
lege.
Szem, playing ln'16 games, has 
scored 306 points to trail only 
Capitano in scoring. The jump 
shooting specialist has scored 122 
field goals in 287 shots while 
scoring on 62 of 93 tries from 
the foul line. He also leads the 
Indians in rebounds with 153.
“ BERGEN NIGHT”
MORE TO COME
On February 2, “ Bergen 
County Night” was held during 
half time of theGlassboro-Mont- 
clair basketball game here. This 
was the first of a series of cel­
ebrations that Montclair State 
plans to hold In the near future 
to honor athletes who have played 
on the school’s various athletic 
teams from various New Jersey 
counties. Future salutes will be 
held for Essex, Morris, Union, 
Passaic and Middlesex counties.
“ Athletes from Bergen County 
have played an extremely large 
role in Montclair State College’s 
' intercollegiate athletic program 
down through the year and we feel 
that it Is only fitting to stop and 
pay honor to these men,”  stated 
Henry Schmidt, coordinator of 
athletics at Montclair State Col­
lege.
Montclair State College’s var slty footoaU coach, Gerry Edwards, 
second from left, present Lynn Francis with an award during 
Bergen County Night __
Slippery Rock Mountain
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Indians Fall To Fairleigh’ s Feet
Jersey City Win Ties NJSCC
by Chuck Swenson
Tuesday night, the Knights of 
Fairleigh Dickinson handed the 
Indians their 8th setback of the 
1962-63 season. A capacity crowd 
witnessed FDU roll to their 11th 
win, 70-63. Montclair is 12-8 
while F.D.U. has a record of 11 
wins and 8 losses.
Paul Szem opened up the scor­
ing with a jumper but FDU 
returned with four straight bas­
kets by Brenden Barbaland a foul 
shot by John Porada. Baskets 
by Gil Young and Szem kept the 
score close until Szem sent the 
big Red ahead at 11:30/17^15. 
Half way through the first per­
iod, ' Gil Young left the game be­
cause of an injury. Rebounding 
strength was definitely lost when 
Gil left.
Baskets by P, Szem and Nell 
Horne exchanged with Joe Mur-' 
phy and Porada brought the score 
to 31-28 in favor of MSC . With 
2:07 left in the half, Capitano and 
Horne stretched the lead to 37-30. 
The scoring was closed out in 
the first half by Paul Szem for 
MSC and Don Nelson of FDU 
making it Montclair 41-Falrleigh 
34.
In the second half Porada hit 
on a jumper for Fairleigh but 
Jeff Szem came back with a foul 
shot. P. Szem and Capitano with 
jumpers. At 11:50, P. Szem 
slipped in for a lay-up and two 
foul shots by Andy Butula at 11:38 
made the score 54-46. Then the 
roof fell ini Six straight bas­
kets by Lou Alberto of Fair­
leigh pulled the Knights into the 
lead 60-57. Six foul shots by 
the Knights put the game out of 
reach for the Indians as the game 
ended 70-63.
The scoring parade for MSC 
was led by Paul Szem with 20 
points, Horne-13, Capitano-11, 
Jeff Szem-7, Locascio-4, Young 
-4, Butula and Woods, 2 points 
each. For Fairleigh, Brenden 
Barba copped 18 points and Lou 
Alberto was second with 17 points.
J.V. TEAM WINS AGAIN
Montclair’s J.V. team crushed 
the Knights by the score of 67-55
Jeff Szem sinks 2 against FDU 
received their 8th lose,
Mike “ Val”  Valentino led the 
Montclair scorers with 23 points 
followed by Charley Maher with 
22 points. Coach Watkins’ team 
now has an H-4 record. The 
starting five of Mike Valentino, 
Tony Minni, Hal Fishbein, Char­
ley Maher, and Jim Shenkberger 
are backed up by a strong bench 
with Bruce Wask and Red “ Road- 
runner”  Schlenger among the top 
players.
During the half time of the var­
sity game, the Montclair State 
Gymnastic s team gave a demon­
stration on the high bar, par­
allel bars and the stiU rings. It 
was a terrific show and should be 
given more often.
MONTCLAIR STATE VS J. CITY 
by Chuck Swenson
Friday night, the Indians lost 
a cliff hanger to Jersey City 
State College, 55-53. Charlie 
Brown of the Gothics sank a 15 
foot jump shot with 8 seconds left 
to sink the Indians. The loss 
dropped Montclair into a second 
place tie with Jersey City in the 
New Jersey State College Con­
ference. Both teams are 6-2. 
Glassboro State leads the stand­
ings with a 6-1 mark after a win 
over Paterson State.
but all in vain as the Indians 
70-63
It was a close game throughout 
with MSC taking a 14-13 lead on 
a shot by Paul Szem. After 
leading at halftime 23-22, Mont­
clair built up two of the biggest- 
leads of the night, 29-24 and 35- 
30, before the Gothics regained 
.. the lead on a 6-point spurt, 40- 
38.
Jersey City jumped into a 51- 
48 lead with less than 5 minutes 
to play: Two foul shots by Jeff 
Szem and a 3-point play by Nell 
Horne gave Montclair its last 
lead, 53-5L Bart Talaminl of 
JCS put in a lay-up to tie the 
score which set the stage for 
Brown’s shot.
Paul Szem was top polntgetter 
for Montclair with 18 while Pete 
Capitano scored 13 points. Brown 
was high man for JCS with 17.
Miss Denise Magnetti, the New 
Jersey State twirling champion, 
gave an eye filling exhibition at 
halftime. The capacity, crowd 
gave quite an ovation for the 
fine performance.
Montclair plays Bloomfield 
Friday night in a non-league 
game.
JUNIOR VARSITY
Montclair’s Junior Varsity 
team lost a close game to Jer­
sey City, 65-62. ft Tony Minni 
was high man for the Indians 
with 19 points. Charlie Maher 
was second with 16 points. J.V. 
record now stands at 12-4.
K ings P o in t T ies MSC
In G ym nastic M eet Fpnrprc Win
J  tne parallel bars for Montclair. I  v l l l v l  J  W i l l
Gold Medal
On Friday night January 25, 
Montclair was host to the United 
States Merchant Marine Academy 
in the gymnastic season opener.
The Kings Point team showed 
good form and well executed rou­
tines. The Indians, who are a lit­
tle weak on form, had some dif­
ficult routines which gave them 
the boost they needed.
Freshman Ken Allen was Mont­
clair’s top scorer followed by 
senior Jim Difablo, captain of the 
1962-63 team, Bob Deusinger, a 
freshman, and Joel Neiman, a 
junior. Allen took first place 
on the side house and still rings 
and placed second on the hori­
zontal bar. Joel Neiman took
«1
■ BOLERO LANES 
1  PRO SHOP AND 
1  FREE INSTRUCTIONS 
1  DAILY 10:00 a.m.-5;00 p.m.
■ GIVEN BY ANG VICARI
~ ,
The Indian’s next meet is on Feb­
ruary 23, at 4:00 p.m. in the 
MSC gym against Trenton State 
CoUege. Both men’s and women’s 
teams will compete.
• The scoring was as follows: floor 
exercise, MSC 7, K.P. 9; side 
horse 7-9; still rings 9-7; par­
allel bars 10-6; horizontal bar 
7-9; long horse 8-8. Total scores 
were MSC 48 and K.P. 48 
Schedule of Meets 
Feb. 23, 1963 Trenton State
4 p.m. Home Men and Women 
March 2, 1963 Westchester 2p.m. - 
Home Men and Women 
March 9, 1963 Queens College 
2 p.m. Away
March 22 and 23, 1963 Spring 
Demonstration at MSC. 8 p.m.
Rolling Down 
The Lanes
l l l l l i l *
ROLLING DOWN THE LANES 
by Pete Bloom
Over the exam and registration 
period, the MSC varsity keglers 
routed a strong Monmouth Col­
lege five, 2-1, after losing a 3-0 
decision to Fairleigh Dickinson. 
The loss to FDU was never­
theless highlighted with consis­
tent scoring by Vlnnie Timpan- 
aro (578 series) and yours tru-
» by PETE BLOOM lllllll
ly, Pete Bloom (212-564). A key 
man in the Indians attack against 
Monmouth was freshman BiU 
Klmelman’s sparkling 226 game 
an d 574 series (three games). 
The team now sports a 20-25 
won-lost record.
Averages for the top five: 
V. Timpanaro, 187; P. Bloom 179; 
Rich Scott, 177; Gene Pearson, 
172; B. Kimelman, 166.
On Feb. 3 at Fairleigh Dick­
inson Teaneck, Eleanor Gutowski 
took this year’s first gold medal 
as she swept the final round of 
the N.J. Fencing Tournament with 
a 7-0 record. Coming close to 
a perfect day, Eleanor finished 
with an 18-1 win-loss column for 
the meet. The only loss was to 
• Jane Tainow of Paterson State 
in the semi-final round. Miss 
Tainow is the only classified C 
collegiate fencer in N.J.
Her outstanding performance 
has definitely placed Miss Gut­
owski in contention for the IWFA 
Team Intercollegiate to be held 
at Montclair in April. In taking 
her gold medal Miss Gutowski 
defeated not only Jane Tainow, but 
Arleen Melnick also of the cham­
pionship Paterson State team. 
Miss Melnick placed second in 
the overall standing while Joyce 
Dunn of PSC took third. This 
meet was entered only by Pat­
erson State, Fairleigh and Mont­
clair, the one, two, three fin­
ishers of last year’s Intercol- 
leglates. This is yet another 
Indication of things to come. Giv­
ing Eleanor support were team­
mates Chary Menoral and Roxle 
Busch who placed seventh and 
eighth respectively. The other 
members of Montclair’s eight- 
woman team were Linda Bor- 
eUa (Capt.), Carolyn Chesney, 
Fran Fila, Pam Pero and Kathy 
Ratzln.
